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Rurunaru Kamatara

Rurunaru Kamatara is a NPC In Use By GM or FM played by Yuuki.

Rurunaru Kamatara

Species & Gender Nekovalkyrja Female
Date of Birth YE 31.8.16
Organization: Independent, NMX
Occupation: Captain

Rank: Commander

Approval Thread: stararmy.com/…
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Physical Description

Rurunaru Kamatara is a Nekovalkyrja Female with darkly-tanned skin, blue-green eyes, and red hair.

Height: 165 cm
Weight: 53 kg

Personality

Rurunaru Kamatara is cynical and calculating, but also full of gruff humor and genuine charisma. She
doesn't like wasting time, or dealing with others being ambiguous or indirect. She loves Nepleslian power
ballads and strong liquor and is secretly somewhat of a hopeless romantic.

History

Rurunaru Kamatara was born on YE 31.8.16 in Nataria.

She was a Commander in the NMX Fifth Heavy Assault Century, but her unit was neutralized and their
commanding Mishhuvurthyar killed in YE 33 at the Battle of the North Gate. After a decade spent
wandering doing odd jobs, menial labor, and mercenary and security work, she, along with fellow survivor
Narapara Aparatta ended up being hired into the security forces of Sood Zadra in YE 43 after it was
invaded by a rival Kuvexian remnant faction1).

In YE 44, the YSS Resurgence visited Sood Zadra. Rurunaru Kamatara and Narapara Aparatta were bored
without anyone to shoot and wanted some extra spending money above their salary, so they shot a
Rixxikor who was operating a hoversled taxi and used it to give tours around the colony. They gave a
tour to Delmira Brunhilde Lulie and Kawa Kinie, claiming it was the “Deluxe Romance Package.”2).

Deciding they had enough of Sood Zadra, during the Year-End Festival Gift Fest of YE 44 the pair decided
to ask Empress Himiko I for a way off of Sood Zadra3). The Empress took pity on the pair of stray kittens
and granted them a Mule Ultralight Freighter4), which the pair named the ISS Expatriate. Leaving the
frozen world of UX-3 III behind, and Rurunaru Kamatara as the captain, they took to the stars and fled
their old lives once more.

Skills Learned

Rurunaru Kamatara has the following notable skills:

NMX Common Skills: Similar to Star Army Common Skills
Leadership: A trained and experienced Commander, a mid-ranking officer in the NMX
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Starship Operations: Learning as the independent captain of a Mule Ultralight Freighter
Maintenance and Repair: Keeping an old Mule Ultralight Freighter takes learning how to fix it

Social Connections

Rurunaru Kamatara is connected to:

Rurunaru Kamatara (open relationship)

Inventory & Finance

Rurunaru Kamatara has the NMX Standard Issue.

Mark II - "Hero" Jacket

Rurunaru Kamatara currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This article was created on 2023/01/27 06:17 using the namespace template.

Approved here: stararmy.com/…

In the case Yuuki becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No
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